New Serial has a corny, nutty flavor

Serial, starring Martin Mull, Tuesday Weld, Sally Kellerman, Christopher Lee, Bill Macy, Peter Bonerz, and Tom Smothers. Screenplay by Rich Tabini and Michael Ditz, based on the novel by Cyra McFadden. Produced by Sister Beckerman, directed by Bill Feriky. Now playing at the Sixth Cinema 37.

Can a nice, normal couple survive the utterly shallow, buzz-word-world of modern-day hot-shot California? Better yet, can someone make a movie with such a story and not alienate an entire state?

Serial was originally published in weekly installments in a California newspaper, The Pacific Star. The fifty-two episodes were eventually collected into a book, and inevitably sold to the movies. The soap-opera style of the story has been played down; in other words, rather than exploring in depth the lives of all the supporting characters, the plot centers on one couple, Kate and Harvey Holroyd (Tuesday Weld and Martin Mull). The story of love and adventure tries to answer the age-old question, "What do androids do for fun?" Performances are Friday, Saturday, and not alienate an entire state?
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